Detecting patients with Parkinson’s disease using PLP and VQ
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Abstract—Parkinson’ disease (PD) is a neurological disorder of unknown etiology. PD causes several symptoms during it courses, and this includes voice disorders of 90% of patients. In order to improve the evaluation of these disorders, we have used 34 voice samples of sustained vowel /a/, from a set of 34 people including 17 patients with PD. We subsequently extracted from each people, from 1 to 20 coefficients of the Perceptual linear prediction (PLP). The frames of the PLP were compressed using vector quantization, with six codebook sizes namely; 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32. We used the technique of Leave One Person Out (LOPO) and the Support Vector Machines (SVMs) classifier with two types of kernels; RBF and Linear. The obtained results using the codebook size of 1 were no stable. Therefore, we proceeded to a bench of 100 trials. The best average accuracy obtained was 75.8%, and the maximum classification accuracy obtained was 91.17% using the codebook size of 1.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of the quality of voice, and the identification of the causes of its degradation based on phonological and acoustic traits have become major concerns of clinicians and voice pathologists. They have become more attentive to any external techniques to their domain, which might provide them additional information for the evaluation of PD. During its course, PD causes different symptoms and effects the system which controls the execution of learned motor plans such as walking, talking or completing other simple tasks [1][2][3]. PD is generally seen in people whose age is over 50 years and causes voice weakening in approximately 90% of patients [4]. For these patients, physical visits for diagnosis, monitoring and treatment are too hard [5][6].

In the case of the evaluation of voice disorders caused by PD, clinicians and the voice pathologists have adopted subjective techniques based on acoustic traits to distinguish different disease levels. In order to develop more objective evaluations, recent studies use measurements of voice quality in time, frequency and cepstral domains [7] to detect voice disorders in the context of PD. Such as; fundamental frequency of the oscillation of vocal folds, absolute sound pressure level, jitter which represents pitch perturbations, shimmer which represents amplitude perturbations, and harmonicity which represents the degree of acoustic periodicity [1][8][9].

In this research we focused on the measurements in cepstral domain by applying PLP cepstral coefficients (CC) which have been usually used in speaker identification applications and were first proposed by H. Hermansky [10]. We have extracted PLP coefficients from the voice signals provided in a dataset and used VQ for data compression. We subsequently used the LOPO validation scheme with SVMs for data classification in order to discriminate PD patients from healthy people.

This paper is organized as follows: the voice samples dataset is described in section II. The PLP processes and VQ are presented successively in section III and IV. The
methodology of this research and the results are presented in section V and conclusion in section VI.

II. DATASET

The data collected in the context of this research belongs to 17 patients with PD (6 women, 11 men) and 17 healthy people (8 women, 9 men). Voice samples were recorded through a standard microphone at a sampling frequency of 44,100 Hz using a 16 bit sound card in a desktop computer. The microphone was placed at a 15 cm distance from people and they were requested to say sustained vowel /a/ at a comfortable level. All the recordings of voice samples were made in mono channel mode and saved in WAV format; acoustic analyses were applied on these voice samples. All the recordings were sent by M. Erdem Isenkul from the Department of Computer Engineering at Istanbul University, Istanbul, Turkey.

III. PLP PROCESSES

Our first purpose was to transform the voice signal to some type of parametric representation for more analysis and processing [13]. The voice signal is a slow time varying signal which is called quasi-stationary [13]. When it is observed over a short period of time, it appears fairly stable [13]. However, over a long period of time, the voice signal changes its shape. Therefore, it should be characterized by doing short-time spectral analysis [13]. The process of calculating the PLP is shown in Figure 1 and described in the following paragraphs.

A. Spectral Analysis

Since the voice signal is a real signal, it is finite in time; thus, a processing is only possible on finite number of samples [14]. Therefore, the first phase of PLP process is to weight the voice segment by Hamming window [10]. The aim is to reduce signal discontinuities, and make the ends smooth enough to connect with the beginnings [14]. This was achieved by using Hamming window to taper the signal to zero in the beginning and in the end of each frame, by applying the following equation to the samples [10]:

\[ W(n) = \left\{ 0.54 - 0.46 \cdot \cos \left( \frac{2\pi n}{N - 1} \right) \right\} \]

where \( N \) is the length of the Hamming window, with a length about 20 ms.

The next processing phase consists on converting each frame of N samples from time domain into frequency domain by applying the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [13]. We used the FFT for the reason that it is a fast algorithm to implement the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [13]. As known, the DFT is defined on the set of \( N \) samples \( S_n \) as follow [13]:

\[ S_n = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} s_k e^{-2\pi in/N}, n = 0,1,2,..., N-1 \]

The short-term power spectrum is calculated by adding the square of the real and imaginary components of short-term voice spectrum, as follow [10]:

\[ P(\omega) = \text{Re}[S(\omega)]^2 + \text{Im}[S(\omega)]^2 \]

B. Critical Band Analysis

The short-term power spectrum \( P(\omega) \) is warped along its frequency axis \( \omega \) where \( \omega = 2\pi f \), into Bark frequency \( \Omega \) by using the following equation [10]:

\[ \Omega(\omega) = 6 \ln \left( \frac{\omega}{1200\pi} + \sqrt{\left( \frac{\omega}{1200\pi} \right)^2 + 1} \right) \]

\[ \Omega(f) = 6 \ln \left( \frac{f}{600} + \sqrt{\left( \frac{f}{600} \right)^2 + 1} \right) \]

\[ \Omega(f) = 6 \sinh^{-1} \left( \frac{f}{600} \right) \]

where \( \omega \) is the angular frequency in [rad/s], and \( f \) is the frequency in [Hz]. The aim of the next phase, is to convolve the resulting warped power with the power spectrum of the simulated critical-band masking curve \( \Psi(\Omega) \) approximated by H. Hermansky [10] as follow:

![Fig 1: Block diagram of PLP coefficients process](Image)
It is a rather crude approximation of the shape of auditory filters.

The samples of the critical-band power spectrum are produced by doing the discrete convolution of \( \Psi(\Omega) \) with \( P(\omega) \) by applying the following equation \[10\]:

\[
\theta(\Omega_i) = \sum_{\Omega=1.3}^{\Omega_i} P(\Omega - \Omega_i) \Psi(\Omega)
\]

The convolution between the relatively broad critical-band masking curve \( \Psi(\Omega) \) and the short-term power spectrum \( P(\omega) \), reduces the spectral resolution of \( \theta(\Omega) \) in comparison with the original \( P(\omega) \) \[10\].

C. Equal-loudness Pre-emphasis

The next phase in this process is to pre-emphasis the samples \( \Theta(\Omega(o)) \) using the simulated equal-loudness curve, by applying the following equation \[10\]:

\[
\Xi(\Omega(o)) = E(\omega) \times \Theta(\Omega(o))
\]

where, \( E(\omega) \) is an approximation to the non-equal sensitivity of human ear perception at different frequencies. The practical approximation used in this research was adopted by H. Hermansky \[10\] and was first proposed by Makhol et al \[15\] and given by the following equation:

\[
E(\omega) = \frac{(\omega^2 + 56.8 \times 10^6) \omega^4}{(\omega^2 + 6.3 \times 10^7)^2 \omega^2 + (398 \times 10^7)}
\]

\[
E(f) = \left[ \frac{f^2}{f^2 + 1.6 \times 10^8} \right]^2 \times \left[ \frac{f^2 + 1.44 \times 10^6}{f^2 + 9.6 \times 10^6} \right]
\]

D. Intensity-loudness Power Law

The last operation before the all-pole modeling is the cubic-root amplitude compression. The following equation approximates the power law of human hearing and simulates the non-linear relation between the intensity of sound and its perceived loudness \[10\]:

\[
\Phi(\Omega) = \Xi(\Omega)^{0.33}
\]

E. Autoregressive Modeling

In the final phase of the PLP process, \( \Phi(\Omega) \) is approximated by the spectrum of an all-pole model using the autocorrelation technique of all-pole spectral modeling, this technique is called Linear Prediction (LP) \[10\] \[16\], in which the signal spectrum is modeled by an all-pole spectrum. In this research we used the Linear Predictive Coefficient (LPC) analysis to calculate the autoregressive model from spectral magnitude samples. The autoregressive coefficients are transformed to CC of the all-pole model; this was achieved by converting the LPC of \( n \) coefficients into frames of CC \[10\].

F. Liftering

The principal advantage of CC is that they are uncorrelated \[14\]. However, the problem with them is that the higher orders CC are quite small \[14\]. Therefore, it is essential to re-scale the CC in order to have quite similar magnitudes \[14\]. This is achieved by liftering the CC according to the following equation \[14\]:

\[
c'_n = \left(1 + \frac{L}{2} \sin \left( \frac{\pi \cdot n}{L} \right) \right) \cdot c_n
\]

where \( L \) is the cepstral sine lifter parameter. In this research, we used \( L=0.6 \).

IV. VECTOR QUANTIZATION

VQ is a compression technique with data-loss \[17\]. The basic idea of this technique is to take a large number of data vectors and minimize it to a smaller group of data vectors, which represent the centers of gravity of the distribution.

The VQ technique consists of extracting a small number of the most representative data to characterize different people. Here VQ is used to minimize the number of frames of the coefficients of the PLP in order to have only the most significant vectors which represent the center of gravity of the distribution of other frames of the PLP coefficients. In this research, we have made tests using codebook sizes of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 \[18\].

V. METHODOLOGY & RESULTS

The first phase in this research was to build a dataset containing voice samples of patients with PD and healthy people. Ultimately, we were able to collect 17 voice samples from both groups. This gave us 34 voice samples \[19\]. These recordings were made through a standard microphone at a sampling rate of 44100 Hz. All participants were asked to pronounce the sustained vowel /a/ at a comfortable level.

All the algorithms were executed on a desktop computer with a Core (TM) i3-2120 CPU and a processing speed of 3.30 GHz. We subsequently extracted from each voice sample, CC of the PLP. The number of PLP coefficients extracted ranged from 1 to 20. We proceeded in this way to get the optimal coefficient number needed for the best classification accuracy.

The PLP coefficients extracted from each sample contain a large number of frames which require extensive processing time for classification and prevents making the correct diagnostic decision. To overcome this problem, and reduce the
processing time, we used a technique of compression with data-loss known as VQ. The detailed description of this technique has been made in section IV. As we know, VQ compresses the frames according to the number of codebooks. In this paper we have used six codebooks of size 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32. We applied this technique over 20 PLP coefficients which have already been extracted from each voice sample, and which contains from 1 to 20 coefficients per person. This makes a total of 120 (6 * 20) extraction operations per person.

To train and validate our classifier, we used a technique of classification called LOPO, that is, we left out all the compressed frames of the PLP coefficients of one person to be used for validation as if it were an unseen person, and trained a classifier on the rest of the compressed frames of other people [6]. We used the LOPO technique of classification iteratively for each coefficient per person until all 20 coefficients per person for the six different codebooks size. In this paper, we used the SVMs classifier with its different types of kernels, i.e.; RBF, and Linear.

During the test section, we noticed that the obtained results when using a codebook size of 1 are not stable. Unlike the other codebook sizes, namely 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32, the compression of the PLP frames using a codebook size of 1, did not always give the same location of the centroids of the clusters forming the compressed PLP coefficients. Therefore, every time we redid the same test, we will not get the same classification results. To evaluate on how the results change, we used a test bed of 100 times. This test bed allows us to obtain the minimum, maximum and average value of the classification results for PD [19] [20] [21].

We made a test bed of 100 times, for the codebook size of 1, and 5 times for the codebook size of 2, 4, 8 and 16, and only one time for the codebook size of 32. As already mentioned, the obtained results using a codebook size higher than 1 are stable, nonetheless we did the test bed 5 times on the others to get an idea of the variation in execution time and to be sure that the results remained the same.

Based on our results, it is clear that using higher codebook size decreases the accuracy of classification as it is mentioned in Figure 3. It is clear from Table I that the time required for processing becomes longer.

The extracted PLP coefficients from each person contains in addition to the number of coefficients used, many frames with different values. The use of a large number of frames leads us to a diversity of results, often very close to the extracted values from other people (PD and healthy) [19]. This similarity of results between different people prevents making the correct diagnostic decisions [19]. By way to explanation: assuming that the frames are in the form of points distributed in space, increasing the number of frames leads to interference between these points [19]. Therefore, the task of the classifier, to find a hyper plane able to separate perfectly the two groups of people (namely patients with PD and healthy people), will be very difficult, if not impossible [19].

As can be seen in Table I, for a single test using a codebook size of 1, we need 78.71 seconds. Each time we increase the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codebook sizes</th>
<th>Max time (second)</th>
<th>Min time (second)</th>
<th>Average time (second)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>94.16</td>
<td>75.54</td>
<td>78.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>82.06</td>
<td>81.56</td>
<td>81.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>130.69</td>
<td>130.20</td>
<td>130.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>315.41</td>
<td>312.15</td>
<td>314.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.15e+03</td>
<td>3.13e+03</td>
<td>3.14e+03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>4.94e+04</td>
<td>4.94e+04</td>
<td>4.94e+04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
size of the codebook, the processing time for classification becomes longer. For a single test using a codebook size of 16 we need about 53 minutes and with a codebook size of 32 we need about 14 hours. For this size, it is not practical to apply a test bed if we already know that the results will remain the same even after 100 trials.

The test bed accuracy results using the codebook size of 1 are represented in Figure 2. A maximum classification accuracy of 91.17% was achieved using a codebook size of 1 as shown in Figure 3, by linear kernel SVMs. As seen from Figure 3, the best average classification accuracy of 75.8% was achieved using a codebook size of 1.

VI. CONCLUSION

A Dysarthria symptom associated with PD is a slow process whose early stages may go unobserved. To improve the evaluation of PD we collected a variety of voice samples from different people during the pronunciation of sustained vowel /a/. The extracted PLP coefficients from different people contain many frames which take maximum processing time in the classification section, and prevent making correct diagnosis. Therefore, we have compressed the extracted PLP coefficients using VQ with different codebook sizes.

After doing the tests we noticed that the obtained results using a codebook size of 1 were not sable. To evaluate on how the results change, we proceeded to a bench of 100 trials. The compression of the frames of the PLP coefficients using VQ with the codebook size of 1 has shown to be a good parameter for the detection of voice disorder in PD, showing an average classification accuracy of 75.8% and a maximum classification accuracy of 91.17%.
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